Written Final Project Report

This should be delivered to your instructor in print form immediately prior to your in-class presentation. Your report should consist of the following:

Introduction

This section should be 1-2 paragraphs which recounts what your overall project goals were.

What you accomplished

Discuss what goals you accomplished. How did you accomplish them? Were there any significant changes between your original project and your ending project? If so, why?

Discuss what you did.

This section should be no more than 3 pages. Any lengthy explanations, diagrams, how-to’s should be put in the appendix section and referenced here.

Conclusions

Provide a summary of what you learned. What do you wish you could have done better? Was this a worthwhile project? How will it help you in your future career? (1-3 paragraphs)

Time log

Provide your time log of hours worked

Appendix

Any other relevant information could be put here that help explain your project. (No length requirement)